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Abstrat. MRMSolve is a new analysis tool developed for the evalua-

tion of large Markov Reward Models (MRM) that provides the moments

of the aumulated reward and the ompletion time. MRMSolve is based

on the Java tehnology, hene it allows to aess the tool from any node

onneted with the Internet as long as it possesses a Java-enabled Web

browser.

Introdution Markov reward models have been e�etively used for the per-

formane and preformability analysis of omputer and ommuniations systems.

The evaluation of the distribution of reward measures (i.e., the aumulated re-

ward and the ompletion time) is a omputationally hard proedure, hene it

an not be performed for MRMs with a large state spae (10

5

-10

6

states). A re-

ently introdued numerial tehnique allows to evaluate the moments of reward

measures of MRMs with large state spae [2℄. The MRMSolve tool is based on

this numerial tehnique.

MRMSolve is omposed by an analysis engine and the graphial user interfae

(GUI). The analysis engine is a C++ implementation of the numerial method

introdued in [2℄. The GUI provides a world wide aess to the analysis engine

using the JAVA tehnology.

In this summary we fous on the struture and the GUI of MRMSolve and

we do not enter the details of modeling and analysis of real systems with MRMs.

The struture of MRMSolve MRMSolve makes the use of the lient server

arhiteture, as it is depited on Figure 2. The server runs on a powerful remote

mahine, while the lient program an be downloaded to any JAVA enabled

omputer that is onneted with the Internet. The MRM to be analyzed and

the required performane measures are de�ned on the GUI. When the model

de�nition is omplete and orret the model is uploaded to the server mahine,

whih performs the (usually time onsuming) omputation and downloads the

result to the lient.
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Model Descriptions

Rate matrix (Q)

Reward matrix (R)

Initial distr. (P0)
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Model Name Example

C:\Q.m

State Space 
a : 0 To 4
b : 0 To 2 

a+2*b  <= 4

Rate Matrix
 (a,b) - (a+1,b)     =  1
 (a,b) - (a,b+1)     =  2

Save

Cancel

Check

Analysis Parameters

Moments

Time Points

Precision

Status

Get staus Calculate
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Fig. 1. The input sreen of MRMSolve

In the design of MRMSolve it is onsidered that the lient mahine is not

neessarily powerful and the onnetion between the lient and the server an be

slow depending on the ondition of Internet. Based on these onsiderations the

omputing e�ort required at the lient side is minimized and an e�etive data

representation is used to desribe and upload MRMs with large state spae as

it is disussed below. The data size of the results are usually negligible.

Graphial user interfae MRMSolve an be started with appletviewer or

with any Java enabled web browser from the following address:

http://indus.hit.bme.hu/~ MRMSolve After starting the Java applet the In-

put sreen of MRMSolve appears (Figure 1). On this sreen the name of the

model, and the model data (generator matrix, reward rate vetor and the initial

distribution vetor) has to be de�ned. There are two ways to de�ne input ma-

tries and vetors. Existing model desription �les an be seleted and opened

using the "Open" button, or new model desriptions an be reated using the

built-in editor by liking on the "New" button. Any opened model desription

�les an be modi�ed using the same editor.

The onsisteny of the opened desription �le an be heked using the

"Chek" button. The required results and the parameters of the analysis an

be de�ned in the lower left blok of the input sreen, i.e., the number of the mo-

ments, time (reward) points, required preision. The alulation an be started

by hitting the "Calulate" button and an be stopped with "Stop" button. After

starting alulation the lient applet uploads all model parameters to the server

where a C++ programs evaluates the model. The data ommuniation with the

lient is implemented in Java in the server side as well. During the omputation

the atual status of the evaluation (e.g. uploading model, proessing rate ma-

trix desription, alulating, proessing result �le,...) is indiated on the input

sreen in the "Status" �eld. The text �le of the obtained results are shown on

the Results sreen.



State Spae

#Setion 1

< var

1

> : < initial value

1

> To < end value

1

>

< var

2

> : < initial value

2

> To < end value

2

>

#Setion 2

< boolean expr >

Matrix

(var

1

; var

2

) � (< expr >;< expr >) = < expr >

(< expr >;< expr >) � (var

1

; var

2

) = < expr >

< boolean expr > : (var

1

; var

2

) � (< expr >;< expr >) = < expr >

< boolean expr > : (< expr >;< expr >) � (var

1

; var

2

) = < expr >

Table 1. The syntax of matrix desription

State Spae State Spae State Spae

a : 0 To 4 a : 0 To 4 a : 0 To 4

b : 0 To 2 b : 0 To 2 b : 0 To 2

a+ 2 � b <= 4 a+ 2 � b <= 4 a+ 2 � b <= 4

Rate Matrix Reward Vetor Initial Vetor

(a; b)� (a+ 1; b) = 1 (a; b) = a (a; b) = 1

(a; b)� (a; b+ 1) = 2

(a; b)� (a� 1; b) = 5 � a

(a; b)� (a; b� 1) = 4 � b

(a; b)� (a� 1; b+ 1) = 3 � a

Table 2. The rule-based desription of the example

Data representation The applied lient-server arhiteture requires an e�e-

tive desription of large MRM models at the lient side, beause it would not be

possible to upload some Mbyte large generator matrix of a MRM of some hun-

dred thousand states. To redue the omputational requirements at the lient

side and the amount of uploaded data a rule-based matrix (vetor) desription

is applied. Basially a set of rules has to be provided at the lient side that is

used to build the generator matrix at the server side. This way only the set

of rules are uploaded (� KByte). This rule based model desription is simple

and e�etive if the MRM posses a nie struture. In ase of rather ompliated

MRMs a loal installation of the analysis engine might help.

The applied rule based model desription (Table 1.) are omposed by general

expression (< expr >) that an ontain variables (< var >2 Z) de�ned in #Se-

tion 1, arithmeti operators (+ - * /) and several funtions (min(.,.), max(.,.),

sqrt(.), abs(.), power(.,.), log(.), ln(.), : : :). A boolean expression an ontain

variables, arithmeti operators, several funtions and logial operators (AND,

OR, NOT). Comments are denoted by #.

Appliation example Consider a transmission link of apaity C = 4 Mbps,

whih is o�ered alls aording to a Poisson proess belonging two di�erent

servie lasses. The alls of the �rst servie lass arrive at rate 1, depart at rate

5 and require 1 Mbps bandwidth. The alls of the seond servie lass arrive at
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Fig. 2. Client server fun-

tions of MRMSolve.
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Fig. 3. The Markov hain of generated based on the

model desription
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t = 1 0:304 0:180 0:144 0:144 0:170 0:232

t = 2 0:427 0:302 0:281 0:319 0:425 0:649

t = 5 0:798 0:852 1:111 1:692 2:935 5:688

t = 10 1:416 2:381 4:581 9:874 23:48 60:92

Table 3. Moments of aumulated reward

rate 2, depart at rate 10 and require 2 Mbps. If there is enough free apaity

the alls of the �rst servie lass expand their bandwidth to 2 Mbps at rate

3 and behave as seond lass alls from that time on. The system starts from

a uniform initial distribution, whih is de�ned as (a; b) = 1, beause the state

probabilities are automatially normalized by the program. The total amount

of data transmitted at 1 Mbps apaity over the (0; t) interval is evaluated by

MRMSolve. The struture of underlying CTMC is shown in Figure 3, while the

rule based desription of the example is summarized in Table 3. The �rst 6

moments of the data transmitted at 1 Mbps is shown in Table 3.

Future plans MRMSolve is under development. The next version of the tool

is going to inlude the GUI for the analysis of MRMs with rate and impulse

rewards and the analysis method provided in [1℄.
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